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Abstract

Effective radiative forcing includes a contribution by rapid adjustments, i.e. changes in temperature, water vapour and clouds

that modify the energy budget. Cloud adjustments in particular have been shown to depend strongly on forcing agent. We

perform idealised atmospheric heating experiments to demonstrate a relationship between cloud adjustment and the vertical

profile of imposed radiative heating: boundary-layer heating causes a positive cloud adjustment, while free-tropospheric heating

yields a negative adjustment. This dependence is dominated by the shortwave effect of changes in low clouds. Much of the

variation in cloud adjustment among realistic forcing agents such as CO2, CH4, solar forcing, and black carbon is explained by

the “characteristic altitude” of the heating profile, through its effect on tropospheric stability.
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Abstract13

Effective radiative forcing includes a contribution by rapid adjustments, i.e. changes in14

temperature, water vapour and clouds that modify the energy budget. Cloud adjustments15

in particular have been shown to depend strongly on forcing agent. We perform idealised16

atmospheric heating experiments to demonstrate a relationship between cloud adjust-17

ment and the vertical profile of imposed radiative heating: boundary-layer heating causes18

a positive cloud adjustment, while free-tropospheric heating yields a negative adjustment.19

This dependence is dominated by the shortwave effect of changes in low clouds. Much20

of the variation in cloud adjustment among realistic forcing agents such as CO2, CH4,21

solar forcing, and black carbon is explained by the “characteristic altitude” of the heat-22

ing profile, through its effect on tropospheric stability.23

Plain Language Summary24

Changes in factors such as greenhouse gas concentrations or solar irradiance affect25

the balance of energy coming into vs. leaving the earth’s atmosphere, a phenomenon known26

as radiative forcing. This forcing can be modified by rapid atmospheric “adjustments”27

that occur in temperature, humidity, and cloud cover. The cloud component in partic-28

ular of these rapid adjustments strongly depends on the forcing agent, for reasons that29

have been unclear. We find that the vertical structure of atmospheric heating explains30

much of the forcing agent dependence of the cloud adjustments: bottom-heavier heat-31

ing causes a more positive cloud adjustment. By understanding what happens when only32

a small portion of the atmosphere is heated, we show that it is possible to explain cloud33

adjustments to more complex forcings. We anticipate that our results will provide a phys-34

ical basis to understand the causes of model-to-model differences in cloud adjustments.35

1 Introduction36

Radiative forcing quantifies the perturbation to the Earth’s energy budget asso-37

ciated with a particular climatic factor, such as greenhouse gases, aerosols or solar ir-38

radiance. Forcing was originally defined as the instantaneous perturbation to the Earth’s39

radiative budget due to the forcing agent. Later, the concept was refined to include the40

effect on the tropospheric heat budget of stratospheric adjustment due to radiative changes,41

which are particularly important for carbon dioxide (K. Shine et al., 1995). More recently,42

“effective radiative forcing” (ERF) has become the usual metric (Myhre et al., 2014),43

which additionally accounts for relatively short-timescale tropospheric adjustments in44

temperature, moisture and clouds that are direct responses to the forcing, rather than45

being mediated by surface warming (Andrews & Forster, 2008; Gregory & Webb, 2008;46

Sherwood et al., 2015). This approach is justified by the fact that ERF is a better pre-47

dictor of the surface temperature response than instantaneous radiative forcing (IRF)48

(Richardson et al., 2019) or stratosphere-adjusted forcing (K. P. Shine et al., 2003).49

The rapid adjustments to radiative forcing have been found to make a substantial50

contribution to model uncertainty in ERF for a variety of forcing agents including an-51

thropogenic greenhouse gases, aerosols and solar irradiance (Chung & Soden, 2015; Smith52

et al., 2018, 2020). Cloud adjustments account for a large part of these differences (Andrews53

et al., 2012; Colman & McAvaney, 2011; Smith et al., 2018; Zelinka et al., 2013), con-54

sistent with clouds being an important source of uncertainty in the response to forcing55

among climate models (Ceppi et al., 2017), especially in the case of aerosols. Aerosol–56

radiation interactions lead to cloud adjustments (known as semi-direct effects) by mod-57

ifying local atmospheric conditions. Aerosol–cloud interactions lead to further cloud ad-58

justments via microphysical changes (known as indirect effects; Bellouin et al., 2020).59

Only the cloud adjustments due to semi-direct effects will be considered in this paper.60
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Several past papers have investigated the mechanisms of cloud adjustments in re-61

sponse to CO2 forcing (e.g., Dinh & Fueglistaler, 2017; Kamae & Watanabe, 2012, 2013;62

Kamae et al., 2015, 2019; Zelinka et al., 2013) and to absorbing aerosols such as black63

carbon (BC) (Ban-Weiss et al., 2012; Bellouin et al., 2020; Koch & Del Genio, 2010; Sam-64

set & Myhre, 2015; Stjern et al., 2020) or dust (Amiri-Farahani et al., 2017), but there65

is a lack of process studies involving other forcing agents. Smith et al. (2018) demon-66

strated a striking forcing agent dependence of cloud adjustments across Coupled Model67

Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) models, with consistently positive adjustments68

to CO2 and negative adjustments to solar and BC forcing. However, there is currently69

limited understanding of how different cloud adjustments arise in response to various in-70

stantaneous forcings.71

In this study we address this knowledge gap by interpreting the forcing agent de-72

pendence of cloud adjustment in terms of the spatial structure of instantaneous atmo-73

spheric forcing. Specifically, we propose here that the vertical profile of atmospheric heat-74

ing is a key factor for this forcing agent dependence. For absorbing aerosols, previous75

studies have identified a dependence of semi-direct cloud adjustments upon forcing al-76

titude: typically positive for boundary-layer forcing, negative for free-tropospheric forc-77

ing (Amiri-Farahani et al., 2017; Ban-Weiss et al., 2012; Bellouin et al., 2020; Koch &78

Del Genio, 2010; Samset & Myhre, 2015; Stjern et al., 2020). Here we show that this de-79

pendence on the vertical heating profile also accounts for much of the cloud adjustment80

dependence on diverse forcing agents. This is demonstrated through comparison of ide-81

alised and realistic forcing experiments with a CMIP5-class climate model.82

2 Data and Methods83

The simulations used for this paper were run with the CAM4 model (Neale et al.,84

2010) in an atmosphere-only configuration with prescribed sea surface temperatures (SSTs)85

and sea ice concentrations. A 1.9◦×2.5◦ latitude/longitude grid was used with 26 ver-86

tical levels. Simulations were run for 20 years with the climatology calculated as the av-87

erage of monthly-mean data output from the model for all but the first simulated year,88

during which the atmosphere was adjusting to reach a steady state in the presence of89

the forcing. The vertical profiles shown in this paper were linearly interpolated from the90

model’s 26 hybrid sigma–pressure levels to a finer 100-level pressure grid, with evenly91

spaced levels between 0 and 1000 hPa.92

Instantaneous and effective radiative forcings were calculated for four forcing agents,93

listed in Table S1. These are among the same forcing agents as in the Precipitation Driver94

Response Model Intercomparison Project (PDRMIP) set of experiments (Myhre et al.,95

2017), although not all with the same concentrations. IRF was calculated using the Par-96

allel Offline Radiative Transfer (PORT) tool for CAM4 (Conley et al., 2013). To obtain97

ERF, the difference in mean climate was taken between perturbed and control CAM498

experiments with SSTs and sea ice fixed to the control state (Hansen et al., 1997). Note99

that the CO2 concentration was doubled only in the radiation scheme in the 2×CO2 ex-100

periment, so the model did not simulate a plant physiological response to CO2, which101

has been found to cause significant cloud-radiative adjustments (Doutriaux-Boucher et102

al., 2009). Furthermore, CAM4 does not simulate aerosol–cloud interactions for black103

carbon, whose atmospheric concentrations are prescribed.104

In addition to the realistic forcing cases (Table S1), experiments were also performed105

with idealised, horizontally homogeneous forcings (Table S2), prescribed as an extra heat-106

ing rate in CAM4’s radiation scheme. This includes uniform 4 W m−2 atmospheric (atm 4)107

and surface (sfc 4) forcing, as well as vertically-localised forcings at specific atmospheric108

levels φ (vloc φhPa; Fig. S1). The applied heating rate anomalies for the vloc φhPa forc-109
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ing experiments were defined as follows:110

∆Q(p) = A cos2
(

(p−φ)π
2a

)
for (φ− a) ≤ p ≤ (φ+ a)

∆Q(p) = 0 otherwise (1)

for pressure p and heating centred at φ, where A = ±0.135 K day−1, a = 125 hPa,111

and ∆Q is the instantaneous atmospheric heating anomaly from the control. This pro-112

vides a vertically-integrated forcing of 2 W m−2, except for the topmost and lowermost113

vertically-localised experiments which are truncated at the pressure limits (Fig. S1) and114

thus provide around half the vertically-integrated forcing. The whole atmosphere was115

covered by nine of these bounded cos2 heating profiles centred on multiples of 125 hPa116

between 0 and 1000 hPa (inclusive). The cos2 shape combined with the 2a heating pro-117

file widths mean that the sum of these profiles is uniform in pressure. The width a was118

chosen such that the forcings are sufficiently localised in the vertical, while still being119

adequately resolved by CAM4’s vertical grid. To test the linearity of the responses, both120

positive and negative vertically localised forcings were applied.121

Rather than calculating cloud adjustments as differences in cloud-radiative effect122

(CRE), we use cloud kernels from Zelinka et al. (2012) (see Fig. S2). Unlike CRE dif-123

ferences, which are affected by non-cloud adjustments (in temperature, water vapour or124

surface albedo), the kernels quantify the radiative impact of cloud adjustment in isola-125

tion. A further benefit to using cloud kernels is that the radiative adjustments can be126

broken down by cloud top pressure (CTP) into contributions from high (CTP < 440 hPa),127

mid (440 < CTP < 680 hPa), and low (CTP > 680 hPa) clouds. To use the cloud ker-128

nels, the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) satellite simulator129

(Swales et al., 2018) was enabled in CAM4 to output the required cloud fraction histograms130

(see Fig. S2 for an example).131

We introduce two measures in this paper to help understand the relationship be-132

tween the vertical profile of atmospheric forcing, tropospheric stability, and cloud-radiative133

adjustment. Firstly, to characterise the vertical distribution of forcing Q(p) we define134

a “heating-weighted pressure centroid”:135 ∫ 1000 hPa

p=200 hPa
p ·Q(p) dp∫ 1000 hPa

p=200 hPa
Q(p) dp

(2)

This is understood as the “centre of mass” of the forcing, defined such that larger val-136

ues here denote a bottom-heavier atmospheric forcing profile. Note that the pressure cen-137

troid is positive for the vertically-localised heatings of either sign. In general, the pres-138

sure centroid is positive and readily interpreted for atmospheric forcings which are en-139

tirely or mostly of the same sign at all pressures, as is the case for all those we consider.140

Secondly, for tropospheric stability we define the “bulk tropospheric stability” (BTS)141

as the difference between the average potential temperature (Θ) for the 200–800 hPa layer142

(Θ200−800), taken as representative of the free troposphere, and Θ800−1000, taken as rep-143

resentative of the boundary layer:144

BTS = Θ200−800 −Θ800−1000. (3)

3 Vertically Localised Atmospheric Heating Experiments145

To gain insight into the dependence of cloud adjustments on forcing altitude, we146

begin with the results from the vertically-localised forcing experiments. Focusing on the147

vertical structure, Fig. 1 shows the global-mean adjustments of temperature (T ), rela-148

tive humidity (RH) and cloud fraction for three of the vertically-localised forcings (cho-149

sen as examples). A close correspondence is found between the peak of applied heating150
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Figure 1. Profiles for (a) applied heating rates ∆Q, as well as (b) temperature, (c) relative

humidity, and (d) cloud fraction (CLD) change profiles for vertically-localised heating experi-

ments with φ = 875 hPa (blue), φ = 625 hPa (orange), and φ = 375 hPa (green). Profiles shown

in solid lines are the average of the positive (heating) and negative of the negative (cooling)

vertically-localised forcings set at the same heights and magnitudes, with these shown separately

with dashed lines. Heating profiles are interpolated from model input, rather than those defined

in Eq. 1. The grey horizontal lines demarcate bounds between high, mid, and low levels accord-

ing to the ISCCP simulator. Changes to temperature, relative humidity, and cloud are obtained

as the difference between the equilibrium fixed SST state and a control state.

and the peaks of changes to T and RH, as well as cloud fraction. Furthermore, there is151

a striking similarity between the profiles of changes to RH and cloud fraction, as expected.152

In addition to the expected local responses, the vertically-localised forcings also cause153

non-local changes via changes in stratification and their impacts on vertical heat and mois-154

ture fluxes. Heating at lower levels (in the boundary layer) destabilises the overlying free155

troposphere, leading to enhanced convection and vertical mixing and resulting in warm-156

ing at higher levels, but little change in RH or cloud (Fig. 1, blue curves). By contrast,157

free-tropospheric heating causes suppressed convection at lower levels through increased158

tropospheric stability (Fig. 2a, open symbols indicate greater positive ∆BTS for vertically-159

localised heatings at lower pressure, which means higher altitude), leading to increases160

to RH and cloud fraction at lower levels (Fig. 1, orange and green curves).161

In summary, cloud fraction decreases in response to localised heating at all levels162

and associated drying, but low-level cloud increases in response to heating at higher lev-163

els. The latter is consistent with the known dependence of low clouds on tropospheric164

stability (Klein & Hartmann, 1993). Generally, these results are consistent with those165

from Samset and Myhre (2015, their Fig. 5) involving application of localised BC lay-166

ers at different atmospheric levels.167

Differences between the responses to vertically-localised heating and cooling are168

minor (dashed lines in Fig. 1), and are mainly noticeable for the temperature response.169

Differences in cloud-radiative adjustments between vertically-localised positive and neg-170

ative heating are also minor (see discussion below).171

There is a strong dependence of the cloud-radiative adjustments on the altitude172

of applied forcing and the associated stability changes. The net cloud adjustments in Fig. 2d173

are of substantial magnitude relative to the imposed vertically-localised forcings of 2 W174

m−2 – ranging from about −50% to +20% of the imposed forcing. This illustrates how175
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Figure 2. (a) Changes to bulk tropospheric stability (BTS, see Eq. 3), normalised by the

the vertically-integrated tropospheric (200–1000 hPa) forcings, versus the vertical centre of mass

of tropospheric heating (Eq. 2) for each experiment performed in this study. (b) Normalised

cloud-radiative adjustments against normalised BTS changes. (c) Normalised cloud-radiative ad-

justments versus heating centre of mass. Least-squares linear fits are shown by the dashed lines.

Only experiments with significant tropospheric forcing are shown, which excludes the 0 hPa and

125 hPa forcing experiments. (d) Cloud-radiative adjustments from the six vertically-localised

forcings centered between 875 and 250 hPa, in 125-hPa increments, with increasing altitude of

applied heating from left to right within each coloured grouping. The lowest altitude forcing

at 1000 hPa is excluded because it is truncated; furthermore, the two highest altitude forcings

are excluded because they are mainly in the stratosphere, and have little impact on clouds. In-

dividual bars represent the averages between the responses to heatings and the negative of the

responses to coolings at the same altitudes and of the same magnitudes, with the thin horizontal

lines around the bars representing the results from those individual experiments.
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cloud adjustments can substantially enhance or offset the instantaneous forcing, depend-176

ing on the vertical distribution of heating. (Note that for the vertically localised cases177

the IRF equals the atmospheric heating, since there is no surface forcing, unlike in more178

realistic cases.) The cloud-radiative adjustment is increasingly negative with increasing179

height of the applied localised heating (Fig. 2c–d). This is driven by both LW and SW180

changes, with the latter dominating, qualitatively consistent with previous findings for181

BC forcing applied at different altitudes (Samset & Myhre, 2015, their Fig. 1). SW cloud182

adjustments flip sign from positive to negative as forcing altitude increases, while LW183

cloud adjustments become strongly negative (Fig. 2d). The dependence of LW cloud ad-184

justment on forcing altitude is consistent with the understanding that LW cloud-radiative185

effect increases with cloud altitude (Hartmann, 1994), due to increased temperature dif-186

ferences between higher clouds and the surface.187

To interpret the dependence of SW cloud adjustment on forcing altitude, it is help-188

ful to consider the breakdown of the adjustments into contributions by high-, mid- and189

low-level clouds in Fig. 2d. The contributions are positive at the level of the heating, but190

negative below. This is consistent with the findings from Fig. 1: localised heating causes191

a cloud fraction reduction locally, but a cloud fraction increase below (particularly in the192

boundary layer), associated with stabilisation (Fig. 2, open symbols) and suppressed ver-193

tical mixing. There is an additional factor contributing to the negative SW cloud adjust-194

ment below the vertically-localised heating: when cloud fraction decreases at the heat-195

ing level, the reduced overlap reveals and hence increases SW reflection from lower-level196

clouds.197

In addition to the effect of atmospheric forcing, cloud adjustments could also re-198

sult from surface-mediated heating. However, we find that the effect of surface forcing199

is very small: the net cloud-radiative adjustment for the sfc 4 case is −0.03 W m−2, with200

similarly small adjustment contributions across cloud altitudes and in the LW and SW.201

This is negligible in comparison to the adjustments for the localised atmospheric heat-202

ing experiments, especially per unit of forcing. This result is expected given the fixed-203

SST lower boundary, where surface forcing can impact the atmosphere only over land204

and ice regions. Note that although the rapid climate response to land warming under205

fixed SSTs is typically included in the ERF as part of the rapid adjustment (Forster et206

al., 2016; Sherwood et al., 2015), conceptually this can also be treated as a surface warming–207

driven radiative response (Chung & Soden, 2015; K. P. Shine et al., 2003).208

4 Interpreting Cloud-Radiative Adjustments to Realistic Forcing Agents209

Having established how cloud adjustments depend on the vertical profile of atmo-210

spheric heating in section 3, this section investigates what this information provides in211

understanding cloud adjustments to vertically-distributed atmospheric forcings, mainly212

through trying to understand adjustments to realistic forcing agents (Table S1). For each213

of the realistic forcings (as well as the idealised atm 4 case) we express the vertical pro-214

file of global-mean IRF as a linear combination of idealised vertically-localised heatings:215

∆Qfit(p) =

9∑
i=1

(ai ·∆Qi(p)) , (4)

where ∆Qi and ai are the anomalous heating rates (i.e. the IRF) and fitting coefficients216

respectively for each of the nine vertically-localised forcings i. The ai coefficients were217

calculated so as to minimise the least-squares difference between Qfit and the global-mean218

heating profile of a chosen case, Qcase (Fig. 3, left column). Best-fits are expected to be219

unique given that the profiles of the vertically-localised forcings are mostly non-overlapping220

and hence mostly orthogonal.221

The heating profiles for the realistic forcings (and atm 4) are very closely approx-222

imated by linearly combining the nine idealised vertically-localised cases (Fig. 3, left col-223

–7–
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umn). The only deviations occur above the tropopause for the 2×CO2 and 3%Sol cases224

where there is insufficient vertical resolution in the localised forcing experiments.225

We then estimate the globally-averaged vertical profiles of change in temperature,226

relative humidity, and cloud fraction (each denoted by X) in response to vertically-distributed227

forcings thus:228

∆Xfit(p) =

(
Fcase,sfc

4
·∆Xsfc 4

)
+
∑
i

(ai ·∆Xi(p)) . (5)

The first term on the right-hand side accounts for contributions from surface forcing, us-229

ing the results from a 4 W m−2 uniform surface forcing experiment (sfc 4, see Table S2),230

appropriately weighted for the surface forcing Fcase,sfc of the reference case. (Although231

surface forcing causes a very small adjustment per unit forcing, we found the surface con-232

tribution to be non-negligible for the 3%Sol experiment – see below.)233

The linear combination of idealised vertically-localised heatings closely approximates234

the adjustments of temperature, RH and cloud fraction diagnosed from the model (Fig. 3).235

This suggests that the global-average vertical structure of these adjustments is primar-236

ily determined by the vertical profile of IRF.237

The contributions to these profiles from the surface components of the forcings were238

found to be minor in general, consistent with our finding that the cloud adjustment to239

uniform surface-only forcing is very small. The notable exception to this was in the so-240

lar forcing case, where the majority of instantaneous forcing is from the surface compo-241

nent (4.88 W m−2, compared to a 2.19 W m−2 atmospheric component), such that the242

surface component makes a non-negligible contribution to the cloud fraction change pro-243

file (Fig. S4).244

Considering the global average top-of-atmosphere cloud-radiative adjustments to245

forcings, we find that the linear combinations of vertically-localised heating experiments246

generally predict the correct sign, and to a lesser extent magnitude, of the vertically-distributed247

forcings (Fig. 4). The largest errors are for CO2 and CH4, where the positive SW ad-248

justments are considerably underestimated. Inspection of the cloud fraction profiles in249

Fig. 3 suggests this may partly result from an underestimation of the lower-tropospheric250

cloud fraction decrease by the simple linear combination method, and potentially from251

differences in estimation of cloud changes near the tropopause. That the predicted net252

adjustments are more accurate than the individual SW and LW adjustments can be ex-253

plained by compensating errors in SW and LW. Errors in this approach may also result254

from the linear combination of cloud-radiative adjustments being unable to account for255

the non-linear effects of cloud overlap.256

Nevertheless, the results in Figs. 3 and 4 account for the finding of Fig. 2c (filled257

symbols) that the sign and magnitude of cloud-radiative adjustments are mostly explained258

by the vertical structure of the instantaneous atmospheric forcing, as measured by the259

heating-weighted pressure centroid. Positive CRE adjustments result from the “bottom-260

heaviest” IRFs 2×CO2 and 10×CH4, negative CRE adjustments from 3%Sol and atm 4,261

whose IRFs are fairly uniform with altitude, while 10xBC is intermediate.262

Although our interpretation is based on a single climate model, we note that the263

cloud-radiative adjustments in Fig. 4 are reasonably representative of those simulated264

by a range of CMIP5 models (Fig. 4 of Smith et al., 2018). In particular, models con-265

sistently simulate positive cloud-radiative adjustments to CO2, and negative adjustments266

to solar forcing, in agreement with our results. Note that the results of Smith et al. (2018)267

use different magnitudes of the CH4 and solar forcings, and include the stomatal con-268

ductance effect of 2×CO2. Increases to CO2 lead to reduced to evapotranspiration and269

thus reduced low cloud over many highly forested areas for a positive effect on the cloud-270

radiative adjustment (Doutriaux-Boucher et al., 2009). We found that including this ef-271
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Figure 3. Global-mean vertical profiles of IRF (∆Q) and rapid adjustments of temperature

(∆T ), relative humidity (∆RH) and cloud fraction. Shown are the results from the original cases

(blue) and linear combinations of the results from the vertically-localised forcing experiments

(orange) including an appropriate surface term (Eq. 5). Fitted heating rates are best fits to the

original heating rates (Eq. 4), whilst the orange lines for other variables are created from the fits

of heating rates (Eq. 5).
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Figure 4. A comparison of the cloud-radiative adjustments predicted from linearly combining

vertically-localised forcing experiments (hatched bars) versus the radiative adjustments calculated

from the relevant experiments themselves (solid bars).

fect approximately doubles the cloud adjustment to 2×CO2 forcing in CAM4 (0.76 vs272

0.37 W m−2; not shown).273

5 Summary and Conclusions274

We have demonstrated through a series of idealised experiments with vertically-275

localised atmospheric heating that cloud-radiative adjustments are sensitive principally276

to the altitude of atmospheric heating caused instantaneously by the forcing agent. At277

levels where there is instantaneous positive heating, the air becomes warmer and drier278

and the cloud fraction decreases. However, positive heating at any level above the bound-279

ary layer stabilises the troposphere below and suppresses vertical mixing, thus causing280

moistening and increased cloud fraction at lower levels. As the net result of these two281

effects, lower-tropospheric heating results in positive cloud-radiative adjustment (dom-282

inated by the SW effect of reduced low cloud fraction), while mid- and upper-tropospheric283

heating causes negative adjustment (due to the combined LW and SW effects of increased284

low cloud and reduced free-tropospheric cloud). For negative forcings, the signs of all285

effects are reversed and the magnitudes are similar.286

We find that the global-mean cloud-radiative adjustments to realistic forcings can287

be reasonably well explained by linearly combining the idealised vertically-localised forc-288

ings so as to fit the vertical heating profiles caused by the various forcing agents. In par-289

ticular, our results suggest that positive cloud adjustment commonly found in GCMs to290

the greenhouse gas forcing agents CO2 and CH4 is explained by their relatively bottom-291

heavy profiles of instantaneous radiative forcing; by contrast, the negative cloud adjust-292

ment to solar forcing is caused by its relatively larger free-tropospheric heating. Our find-293

ings are consistent also with previous evidence that cloud-radiative adjustments depend294
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on the altitude of absorbing aerosols such as black carbon (Samset & Myhre, 2015; Allen295

et al., 2019).296

Although successful in explaining the sign and relative magnitude of adjustments297

for different agents, our method using global-mean vertical profiles does not give quan-298

titatively accurate estimates. This may be for instance because of neglecting the geo-299

graphical pattern and the seasonal cycle of the instantaneous heating, perhaps especially300

the contrast between its effects in cloudy and cloud-free air. Further investigation is needed301

of these aspects. With such refinement, we expect that this approach will provide a use-302

ful basis to interpret inter-model differences in cloud adjustments, to the extent that such303

differences result from uncertainties in the distribution of instantaneous radiative forc-304

ing.305
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Table S1. Experiment names and details for the experiments using common forcing agents

in this paper. All experiments use the same control SSTs and sea ice.

Experiment name Description

control Pre-industrial climate (year 1850)

10×CH4 10 times concentrations of methane compared to pre-industrial levels

2×CO2 Doubling of CO2 from pre-industrial level (284.7 ppm) to 569.4 ppm

10×BC
10 times concentrations of black carbon compared to pre-industrial
levels

3%Sol 3% increase in the solar constant

Table S2. Experiment names and details for the simplified experiments used in this paper.

All experiments use the same control SSTs and sea ice. The heating rates were prescribed as

extra terms in the heating rate equations within CAM4’s radiation scheme.

Experiment name Description

atm 4
Homogeneous heating throughout the atmosphere for a horizontally
homogeneous vertically-integrated forcing of 4 W m−2

sfc 4 Homogeneous 4 W m−2 downwards flux at the surface

vloc φhPa Atmospheric heating defined through Eq. 1
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Figure S1. Heating profiles of all of the pulse heating experiments in this work. Dashed lines

show the heating rates defined in Eq. 1 of the main text, whilst the solid lines show the profiles

interpolated from the model grid.
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Figure S2. (a–b) Globally- (weighted by clear-sky surface albedo) and time-averaged his-

tograms of the cloud kernels obtained from Zelinka et al. (2012). (c) Globally- and time-averaged

histogram of the changes in satellite-observed cloud fraction between the 2×CO2 and control

cases.
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Figure S3. Heating profile for the 2×CO2 experiment, with a linear fit of localised pulse

heating experiments. The limited number of localised pulses results in issues with fitting to the

stratospheric heating rates.
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Figure S4. Global-mean vertical profiles of IRF (∆Q) and rapid adjustments of temperature

(∆T ), relative humidity (∆RH) and cloud fraction. The same as Fig. 3 in the main text, except

without contributions from surface forcings. Note that only the 3%Sol case changes significantly.
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